In this text, the protons are taken as an ensemble of Fock states. Using detailed balancing principle and equal probability principle, the unpolarized parton distribution of proton is gained through Monte Carlo without any parameter. A new origin of the light flavor sea-quark asymmetry is given here beside known models as Pauli blocking, meson-cloud, chiral-field, chiralsoliton and instantons.
I. INTRODUCTION
Proton is a stable few body system. The continual interaction between the partons through the creation or annihilation of other partons need a balance mechanics that maintain the proton stable. This mechanics is the detailed balancing shown in the Ref. [1] . In Ref. [1] , the proton is treated in ensemble and the diagonal element of the ensemble density matrix are calculated out shown in TABLE I on the basis of newly defined subensemble. The subensemble is represented as |i, j, k , where i is the number of pairūu quark, j is the number of pairdd, k is the number of gluons. The subensemble should has all the quantum number of proton including mass, spin, color et al..
In this text, every subensemble |i, j, k is treated as a bag that has n partons where n = 3 + 2i + 2j + k. There are no well developed statistical model can be used to such few body system. However, we can start out from first principle of statistics to give the distribution function using Monte Carlo. The first principle is equal probability. Equal probability demands that all partons in a bag have the same opportunity to carry one part of energy and momentum of proton. Here we neglect the difference behavior between the quark, antiquark and gluon. This difference is small because all partons here are almost massless and because the large phase-space available [2] in proton make it is unnecessary to consider the exchange symmetry. Then using equal probability principle and Monte Carlo technic, the energy distribution and momentum distribution of all kinds of partons of every subensumble can be simulated in rest frame. Then using the light front formula
the x-distribution of all kinds of partons of every subensemble |i, j, k can be got too, for example, u quark u(x) i,j,k . Summing all x-distribution of subensemble according their weights (density matrix) in TABLE I, the x-distribution of partons of proton is got for example u quark,
II. MONTE CARLO USED IN THIS TEXT
In this section, the Monte Carlo used in this text is showed. For a n-subensemble |i, j, k , the energy of proton, M p (937MeV), will be carried by these n partons in a random way. Take n − 1 random numbers to divide M p into n part each for a parton. This way satisfy energy constraint automatic,
Then take two random numbers for every parton to divide ε 2 into three part for three directions of momentum,
This way satisfy energy-momentum relation automatic while the mass of the parton neglected. Then give p x , p y , p z a sign in a random way to let them be vectors.
To get a large number of samples for a n-subensemble |i, j, k , this simulating work should be repeated many times by computer. Then select those samples satisfy momentum conservation relations,
into next step, Where δ is an infinite small value so that all selected samples are in the proton's rest frame which demand that total momentum of all partons in a n-subensemble |i, j, k is zero. For a selected sample of a n-subensemble |i, j, k , translate energy-momentum value to Bjorken variable x using Eq.(1). Then n number x for n number partons are got where n = 3 + 2i + 2j + k. In this n-subensemble |i, j, k , there are five kinds of partons, and the number of u quark is 2 + i, d quark is 1 + j,ū quark is i,d quark is j, gluon is k. Then according these weights, divide n number of x into five group that each group corresponding a kind of partons. For each kind of partons, those x divided to it should be recorded or plotted on diagram. This should be done for all selected sample of n-subensemble |i, j, k so that the x-distribution of this n-subensemble |i, j, k is got.
At last using Eq.(2), sum all x-distribution of n-subensemble |i, j, k according their weights in TABLE I. The summing result is the x-distribution of parton.
A small FORTRAN package about this simulation can be obtained by electronic mail on request.
III. RESULT
The momentum density xf (x) is shown in FIG 1. the number density f (x) is shown in FIG 2. From these functions, evolution can be done start from µ = 171MeV [1] . Even without evolution, thed(x) −ū(x) can be compared to experiment directly because it's Q 2 dependence is small. The good agreement with recent data of experiment H1 [3] is shown in FIG 3. 
IV. CONCLUSION
Baryon is a composed few body system, so there are must some statistical constraints behind it's properties. But the usual statistical models can only suit for large number body system. In Ref [1] and this text, the two basic statistical principles (detailed balancing and equal probability) and Monte Carlo technic are outlined to deal with such few body system. TABLE I . ρ i,j,k , diagonal element of the ensemble density matrix of proton calculated out using detailed balancing without any parameter. |i, j, k is the subsemble, i is the number of pairūu quark, j is the number of pairdd, k is the number of gluons. From data of ρ i,j,k , the sea-quark flavor asymmetry can be calculated asd −ū = 0.124 which consist with data of recent experiment of H1d −ū = 0.118 ± 0.012. can be compared between different Q 2 because it's Q 2 dependence is small. All that needed in simulation are two statistical principles named detailed balancing and equal probability. So a new origin of the light flavor sea-quark asymmetry is given here beside known models as Pauli blocking, meson-cloud, chiral-field, chiral-soliton
